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Who is right? Flat Earthers, NASA globalists, or the Torah-Bible?
Many YouTube videos show a big battle over two conflicting worldviews. Each other is
pointing a finger at another saying you are deceptive like NASA postulating fairy tales. The
flat earth opinion seems to tip the scale quoting many Bible verses, which got me in the same
position when Peter was ask to walk on water to meet Jesus. But being a scientist educated in
forbidden metaphysics had second thoughts looking at a big wave and started sinking and
cried, “Help me Lord” soon heard a timely answer, “Why have you so little faith?”
Watching the latest flat earth videos quoting the Bible is like walking on water, which cannot
be explained in physics described, free in Babushka Egg book #6? - A Donut Atom Nuclear
Story. But some YouTube videos kept expanding a mind directed to the metaphysical
domain where the laws of physics are suspended to higher Kosmos laws linked to an
invisible reality only recorded in the Torah-Bible. It cannot be explained in physics, with a
two dimensional mirror reflected image. But the reality standing in front of the mirror is threedimensional; much is invisible like a mind, consciousness or life. Current science is fuzzy
mostly taught distorted in global universities like muddied water to reveal a deteriorated
mortal mind. It needs the lights “on” in a mind and perhaps investigate a proposed “third flatearth option theory” to envision that the earth could be bigger like Arcturus-BetelgeuseAntares shown in a free Babushka egg #5, Reflections on Global Warming, (Page 53).
To widen knowledge horizons, check Babushka Research concept Pearl #266 - Flat-Earth
assumption, Pearlettes #15 - A Flat-Earth vs. Globe-Earth a Worldview Paradox. Why
were thousand true science facts converted to an evolution religion clothed in deception like a
moon visit painted with space satellites generated in Hollywood graphic studios, worse evil
suppressed totally free energy to benefit a (7) billion population linked to a corrupted mind?
Thus please notice another worldview tailored like a Babushka eggs invented by a Russian
grandmother painting another eggs and perhaps use a kaleidoscope to show different color
pattern. When turned could see a metaphysic design for a full rounded knowledge horizon.
But avoiding controversies and to collect truth, I kept diving in the Bible Ocean to search for
more precious pearls meant for the skeptic. I am sure it is a problem for comatose theologians
or atheists in rebellion to YHWH divine laws being blinded by a paradox of an exclusive
resurrection? Thus every mortal will be evaluated if we are suited for an appointed special
purpose or for a promised free gift to receive Eternal Life on a bigger Earth Jod dimension.
Ancient history detailed the Noah Flood disaster 2288 BC (JC) that was caused by an
asteroid, which ripped continents apart and perhaps pushed an Atlantis civilization under the
South Pole ice rim-edge if the earth is bigger and flat. Jesus said the next Apocalypse is a
bigger event never to be repeated ever again. But we should link it to the worst evil mankind
ever has created which may tempt Satan to gloat, “I am more powerful than the ELOHIM?”
Recently again the Fukushima nuclear meltdown became the biggest NEWS from the UN
experts sounding the alarm on many YouTube videos. Why is nobody scarred, every global
government is silent? The expert confessed the problem is “too big” and do not know what to
do, as nothing exist in the global town square to fix or deal with deadly “nuclear radiation”.
Thus a comatose science community has run out of options, except one solution was offered
and published five years ago in Babushka Pearl #244. Why was it worldwide ignored if it
saving mankind? Why is the Torah-Bible hated globally and suppressed in every universities
linked to science solution of a superior knowledge based on divine wisdom thus will perish!
This horrible problem is now accelerated by 450 deadly Nuclear reactors built around the
world which will permanently affect the next 100,000 years extremely deadly to Mankind.
Billion dead fish washed up on California to Alaska beaches in 2015-2016 and now most of
the Pacific Ocean is radioactive polluted, killing worldwide Life ignoring massive extinction.
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com
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Farmers growing radiated food across Japan, why is it ignored by corrupted bureaucrats in the
government not interested in the welfare of their own nation or caring for your future
generation? How will God deal with that destructive situation? One scenario was described in
Babushka concepts linked to another prophesied asteroid thus YHWH once more will repeat
history again to push an evil polluted civilization under the ice to disappear without a trace
with a billions population thus perish like before an Atlantis Civilization during Noah’s time.
That was reported in the oldest book of mankind we can trust. Why ignore it, thus perish?
What you read here was meant to widen knowledge horizons to better understand the TorahBible which was corrected by angels disguised as scholars or scribes to help a prophet to
write God’s Word under a penname to harmonize on a divine metaphysical level for a future
higher educated mankind. Or explain to me how it was possible to describe in detail a
complicated text found in caves when tape-recorders did not exist 4000 years ago. Investigate
Job or Gospels turned like kaleidoscope will enjoy what was revealed like finding another
precious pearl not for sale? That is a paradox again thus verified when the light is ON in your
mind, you see more to understand why the ELOHIM offered a good choice- Eternal Life.
1. A better worldview is described in Genesis 1:1 as Ausdehnung separated by MEM
which is not “water” dividing heaven and earth expressing a different creation report of
seven cycles. Notice when God the Creator ELOHIM first explain his creation, He
started explained in HANS with the Hebrew letter “B”-Beth, which is dual in application
- “divide or split” logically would ask the question why? Only the Bible has the answer.
2. It revealed that God’s Plan for Mankind will first start with the metaphysical MEM-40
translated by HANS “purpose”. Thus infinite light coming from a metaphysic Kosmos
source will transfer divine Life. To better understand a Flat-earth with true science, which
can only be made visible if manifested in a Time Dimension (evening-morning), now it
is placed in the middle of Bereshyth. Thus, it split the Kosmos in two dimensions: Hehangel-heaven and a Daleth dimension which is a mortal Petri dish incubator linked to
crystallize and forming elements creating solid matter to condense into a big earth planet.
The metaphysic Ausdehnung is thus bridged, “Let us make mankind in our image.” On
one side is an invisible ELOHIM-Spirit the other side to make him visible recognized by
most mortals, as Yeshua-Jesus shrouded in mortality reported only in the Torah-Bible
suppressed in world history not accepted by atheists having a brain-dead no light spirit.
3.
Once more, to check the metaphysic laws operating on a higher realty reflected in the
mirror of physics. It reveals if one is called to walk on water with Yeshua across MEMPurpose spread over the Ausdehnung dome, thus some could survive the rainbow storm
of God’s Wrath - as the laws of physics are suspended by a safety resurrection. Be
assured not forgetting in a court of law presenting many witnesses to distinguish between
truth and lies linked to 14 Babushka eggs which point to a Jonah-II warning exposing the
consequence when YHWH laws are violated and modified the gene pool of Mankind in
hi-tech Transgenetic again and abuse an unforgiving nature with GMO patents. Thus…
Now the earth was corrupt in God’s sight and was full of violence. YHWH saw
how corrupt the earth had become, for all the people on earth had corrupted their
ways. So YHWH said to (our world), “I am going to put an end to all people, for the
earth is filled with violence because of them. I am surely going to destroy both
them and the earth. (Gen. 6:11-13)
Thus… Every living thing that moved on land perished—birds, livestock, wild
animals, all the creatures that swarm over the earth, and all mankind. Everything
on dry land that had the breath of life in its nostrils died. Every living thing on the
face of the earth was wiped out; people and animals and the creatures that move
along the ground and the birds were wiped from the earth. Only Noah was left and
those with him in the ark. (Genesis 7:21-24 NIV) - Question -What is your ark? Ask Yeshua.
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com

